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Lanza: User Authentication In a Voice Activated Computing System

USER AUTHENTICATION IN A VOICE ACTIVATED COMPUTING SYSTEM

Voice activated computing systems provide a user with content or services in response to
voice commands spoken by the user. Such systems can capture voice commands from a user,
process the voice commands to determine requests and keywords in the voice commands, and
provide the user with content or services related to the determined requests and keywords.
As discussed herein, a voice activated computing system processes the voice commands
received from a user to identify one or more tasks or actions to be performed. The system
determines the type of tasks or actions identified, and based on their type determines whether
those tasks or actions are to be paused, disabled, or executed. For instance, consider a first
example voice command: “I would like to purchase movie tickets” and a second example voice
command “What’s the weather like?” The first example command involves a monetary action;
that is, money from the user’s account would have to be transferred to a movie ticket vendor.
The second command involves an information retrieval action; that is, the system needs to obtain
weather information from a weather information service provider. The system can impose a
policy that all monetary actions need to be authenticated by the user, while information retrieval
actions can proceed uninterrupted. Thus, the system can proceed in executing actions related to
retrieving weather information for the user. In contrast, for the purchase of movie tickets, the
system can pause the action, and execute additional actions that authenticate the user. For
example the system can ask the user to verify some personal information known to the user. If
the user is able to verify the information, then the system can cease pausing and execute the
movie ticket purchase action. On the other hand if the user is unable to verify the information,
the system may determine that the voice command is not from an authorized user, and proceed to
terminate or disable the movie purchase action.
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The system may also communicate with service providers if an unauthorized transaction
is detected. The communication can identify the transaction and notify that the transaction is
unauthorized. The system may also monitor historical tasks for authenticity, and can
communicate the appropriate service provider if an unauthorized transaction is detected.
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Figure 1 shows an example voice activated computing system. The system includes a
voice assistant device, a service provider, a data processing system and a content provider
communicating over a network. The voice assistant device can be a device accepts voice
commands, and provides audio or visual output. The voice assistant can include one or more
mics and cameras, such that voice commands received by the user are converted into
corresponding audio signals. The voice assistant can send the audio signals to the data
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processing system and the service provider. The voice assistant device also can receive data
such as audio signals or video signals from the data processing system or the service provider.
The voice assistant device also can include audio speakers that can convert the audio signals
received from the data processing system or the service provider into sound.
The data processing system can process voice commands received from the voice
assistant device. The data processing system includes a natural language processor, an audio
signal generator, a task predictor, and a content selector. The natural language processor is
capable of processing voice commands included in the audio signals received from the voice
assistant device. The natural language processor can convert the audio signals into recognized
text by comparing the audio signals against a stored, representative set of audio waveforms, and
choosing the closest matches. The representative waveforms are generated across a large set of
users, and can be augmented with speech samples. After the audio signals are converted into
recognized text, the natural language processor can match the text to words that are associated,
for example via training across users or through manual specification, with actions that the data
processing system can serve. Basically, the natural language processor identifies requests and
trigger words in the converted text, based on which the natural language processor can determine
the content and actions to be carried out. The task predictor can predict tasks or actions based on
the converted text, and in particular by identifying requests and trigger keywords in the
converted text. The task predictor also can predict sponsored content related to the converted
text. The content selector can select content, such as services or actions to be offered to the user
based on the actions identified by the task predictor. The content selector also can communicate
with the content server to obtain sponsored content identified by the task predictor. The audio
signal generator can generate audio signals based on the actions selected by the content selector.
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The audio signals can be representative of voice responses or voice instructions provided to the
user in response to the voice commands.
The service provider can provide one or more service to the user. For example, the
service provider can provide weather forecast, traffic conditions, and the like. The service
provider can communicate with the data processing system to provide information related to the
requested service. Alternatively, the service provider can communicate directly with the voice
assistant device independently of the data processing system. The service provider can also
include a natural language processor, similar to the one discussed above in relation to the data
processing system, to convert user voice commands into text, and identify requests and keywords
to determine the services requested by the user.
Referring again to the voice command example mentioned above, the user can speak the
voice command “I would like to purchase movie tickets,” to the voice assistant device. The mics
at the voice assistant device can convert the voice commands into corresponding audio signals,
which are be transmitted by the voice assistant device to the data processing system over the
network.
At the data processing system, the natural language processor processes the audio signal
received form the voice assistant device and identify requests for “purchase” and “movie tickets”
The natural language processor also can identify a trigger keyword “movie tickets,” which can
indicate travel to the movie theater. The task predictor can identify actions such as purchasing
movie tickets, arranging transportation to the movie theater, and the like. The content selector
can identify a ticket vendor service provider and a taxi service provider related to the actions
identified by the task predictor.
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The data processing system also includes an security manager for ensuring the
authenticity of the transactions carried out on behalf of the user. The security manager can
maintain a database that classifies various actions that can be potentially performed by the
system. For example, the actions can be classified based on whether the action includes a
monetary transaction. Other types of classifications can include privacy related action,
information retrieval actions, secure data access actions, and the like. The database can also
indicate whether the particular classification requires user authentication. For example, the
database can indicate that all actions including monetary transactions, secure data access, and
privacy related actions require user authentication; while actions including information retrieval
do not require user authentication. The security manager can pause actions that require user
authentication, until the user authenticity has been verified. If the user authorization is
successful, then the security manager can allow the action to proceed. However, if the user
authentication is unsuccessful, the security manager can disable or terminate the action.
In the above example, the action for purchasing ticket would be classified as a monetary
transaction requiring user authentication. Therefore, the security manager can pause the
purchase action and execute a user authentication action. The user authentication action can be
performed in several ways. In one example, the security manager can compare a voice signature
of the voice command received from the user to a previously authenticated voice signature of the
user. If the voice signatures match, the authentication can be considered to be successful. In
another example, the security manager can send a password request to the user. The request can
be sent as an audio file that can be played on the voice assistant device, or can be sent as a text or
an image to another device, such as the user’s smartphone or smartwatch. If the user response to
the password request matches a stored password, the user authentication can be considered to be
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successful. In yet another example, the security manager can determine the current location of
the user by requesting location information from a user device other than the one used to send
voice commands. If the user location is within a particular distance from the location of the
voice assistant device, the security manager can declare that the authentication is successful. In
another example, the authentication can be based on a past transaction that the user has
performed. For example, if the user had ordered a pizza a day before, the system can ask the
user what was ordered the day before. If the use replies “pizza,” the system can consider the
authentication to be successful.
In some instances, the database can include a list of service providers with which the
system can interact that require further user authorization. For example, interacting with service
providers such as a taxi service, a grocery store, a movie ticket vendor, a secure cloud database,
and the like, can require a further user authentication action. The user authentication action can
be similar to the examples discussed above.
In some instances, if the system determines that a past transaction or action was
fraudulent, or that the user authentication was incorrectly declared as successful, the system can
identify the service providers associated with the fraudulent action. The system can then
communicate with the identified service providers to terminate the ongoing fraudulent
transaction, or to provide the service provider with the details of the fraudulent action.
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Abstract
This document describes a technique for processing voice commands received by a voice
activated computing system to identify one or more tasks or actions to be performed based on the
voice commands. The system determines the type of tasks or actions identified, and based on
their type determines whether execution of those tasks or action requires user authentication. If
user authentication is required, the system pauses the tasks or actions and executes one or more
authentication actions that can authenticate the user. If the user authentication is successful, the
system can continue to execute the paused tasks or actions. However, if the authentication fails,
the system can terminate or disable the tasks or actions.
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